
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 3263 

After Yun Zhichen caught up with the fifth prince and Yun Xilian, he sighed. “Your Highness, we said that 

we were going to save little nine, but… Sigh!” 

 

The fifth prince nodded in understanding. “I know even if you didn’t tell me. Ninth miss is very lucky. I 

don’t think there’s really anything wrong. Let’s hurry over!” 

 

The fifth Prince and the others chased after Chi Xiao. At first, they could still find Chi Xiao’s footprints, 

but later, they lost track of him. 

 

They searched for two whole days, but they still could not find Chi Xiao or Yun chujiu. They felt that Yun 

chujiu should not be able to survive. 

 

Both the fifth prince and Yun Zhichen were very depressed, especially the fifth prince. He had already 

tested martial emperor Sheng’s attitude. Not only did martial emperor Sheng not stop him from 

marrying Yun Chujiu, but he also seemed to be very supportive of him, therefore, he was very ambitious. 

 

He felt that as long as he married Yun Chujiu and helped Yun zhichen ascend to the position of King of 

the Yun family, the Yun family army would be in his hands sooner or later. When that time came, the 

throne would be at his fingertips. 

 

As for the king of the Yun’s mansion, he would think of ways to disrupt their strength in the future. 

Without the Yun family army, the king of the Yun’s mansion would be nothing. 

 

Who would have thought that Yun chujiu would die just like that! What Bad Luck! 

 

However, the fifth prince quickly adjusted his state of mind. There were still three days before the 

Divine Phoenix Valley would close, so it was more important to pick the fiery fruits. 

 



Therefore, the fifth Prince and the others stopped looking for Chi Xiao and began to pick the fiery fruits 

wholeheartedly. 

 

Yun Zhichen was naturally tactful. He and Yun Xilian handed the fiery fruits they picked to the fifth 

prince. Anyway, Yun Zhichen had already expelled them from the Yun family’s team, so they did not 

have to worry about anything anymore. 

 

Suddenly, the fifth prince and the others were surprised to find that the demon beasts in the Divine 

Phoenix Valley were running toward the Divine Phoenix Valley like crazy. 

 

When these demon beasts passed by the fifth Prince and the others, they didn’t even pause, as if they 

didn’t see them. 

 

At the same time, the fifth Prince and the others saw the flames rising in the distance, which were 

hundreds of feet high. 

 

“Nirvana Pearl! The Nirvana Pearl must have appeared!”The fifth Prince suddenly said with surprise and 

joy. 

 

The fifth prince was overjoyed. Not only did the nirvana pearl have great benefits for the cultivation of 

fire-type demonic beasts, but it was also very beneficial for the cultivation of fire-type spiritual roots. 

This was simply a great good thing. 

 

If he received it and gave it to his father, he would definitely be able to win his father’s favor. This would 

be a great help for him to ascend to the position of crown prince. 

 

When the fifth Prince thought of this, he hurriedly said, “Let’s hurry over to prevent others from getting 

there first.” 

 



Yun zhichen frowned and said, “Your Highness, although the Nirvana Pearl is Precious, you have also 

seen it. Almost all the fire-type demonic beasts in the Divine Phoenix Valley have run over. When that 

time comes, it will definitely be a chaotic battle. Is it worth taking this risk?” 

 

The fifth prince’s excited mood immediately calmed down. Not only were these demonic beasts difficult 

to deal with, but the crown prince would probably also go over. When that time came, if he were to 

threaten him not to fight with him for the Nirvana Pearl, there was nothing he could do. 

 

When the fifth Prince thought of this, he immediately lost his previous excitement, however, he still 

said, “It’s good for us to go over and watch the show. At most, we’ll be at the periphery of the demonic 

beasts. If the situation is not good, we’ll just retreat. Perhaps we’ll be able to see the Scarlet Mandrill 

there.” 

 

Yun zhichen nodded. “Then we should also stay further away. Since the Scarlet Mandrill has appeared 

here, there might be other high-level demonic beasts.” 

 

The fifth prince nodded, and everyone rushed toward the place where the flames were rising.. 


